Seeding for the 2022 European U15 Championships

Dear Members,

This is to officially announce the seeding criteria for the 2022 European U15 Championships.

Badminton Europe will put together an independent seeding panel who will decide on the seeding for the five individual events at the 2022 European U15 Championships. The seeding panel will be asked to seed the players/pairs entered for the 2022 European U15 Championships taking the following tournaments into consideration:

- V Ukrainian Open Tournament in memory of S.M.Kosenchuk (U15)
- Srebrna Zogica Tournament (U15)
- Spanish Youth Open (U15) – NEW DATES
- Spanish International U15
- VICTOR Hofsteig Youth International (U15)
- Serbian Youth International - NOVI SAD (U15)
- AMOT Israel Youth (U15)
- HASKOVO Bulgarian U15 International
- 28th Sigulda Youth International (U15)
- Hellas International U15
- Turkey U15 Open
- Refrath Cup U15
- Tournoi U15 LNAB
- MULTI ALARM U15 International Championships
- TEM Junior & Youth International (U15)
- 8th LI-NING Zagreb Youth Open (U15)
- HEBAR U15 Bulgarian Open
- German Ruhr U15 Internationals
- VICTOR Denmark Junior (U15)
- Adria Youth International (U15)
- Lithuanian U15
- Latvia Youth International (U15)
- Swedish Youth Games (U15)
- Estonian Youth International (U15)
- Cyprus Youth International (U15)

Brøndby, 2 March 2022
• International Youth Tournament (U15)
• PERFLY French International Borders (U15)
• CARLTON International Youth tournament (U15)

Please note the following about the U15 tournaments listed above:
• If the 2022 European U15 Championships are played later than week 7, more tournaments might be added to the list
• Once all tournaments have been played, the level of each tournament will be evaluated based on the number of entries, the countries who participated and experts’ opinion. All tournaments will not have the same weight in the seeding process
• The best 5 results per player per event will be used

Update 02/03/2022:
With the 2022 European U15 Championships being postponed from February to 21-24 September 2022, it has been decided that:
- The 2021 edition of all the tournaments above will be taken into consideration (except for the International Youth Tournament (U15) and the PERFLY French International Borders (U15) which were always planned to take place in 2022)
- The 2022 edition of the tournaments listed above will also be taken into consideration if the tournament is played and completed before the 22 August 2022

All the information regarding those tournaments can be found here: BEC calendar.

In addition to the U15 tournaments, other criteria will be taken into consideration:
• Results from the 2021 European U17 Championships
• BEC European U17 Ranking (last ranking published before the draw)
• National order of strength – as entered by the Members

We are looking forward to welcome all of our Members to the 2022 European U15 Championships.

Kind regards,

Matthieu Hecker
Events Officer
Badminton Europe